Cystatin C is a reliable marker for estimation of GFR in renal transplantation: validation of a new turbidimetric assay using monospecific sheep antibodies
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Abstract:

Background: The potential use of Cystatin C was recently assessed in kidney transplantation. A new particle-enhanced turbidimetric immunoassay (PETIA) that uses sheep antibodies (Binding Site Human Cystatin C immunoassay) has been developed. Analytical performance of this new assay was evaluated. Clinical relevance was determined by comparison with a reference method in a cohort of kidney transplant patients.

Patients and methods: First, the analytical performance of the Binding Site cystatin C kit was tested on SPA PLUS® and Hitachi® analyzers. Second, a comparison study was performed using SPA PLUS® analyzer against two other cystatin C methods (the Siemens-PENIA method on BNII® and the Dako-PETIA application on Olympus AU640®). Third, the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was estimated using several predictive cystatin C- and creatinine-based equations and compared to GFR measured by an isotopic method (99mTc-DTPA). These predictive algorithms were analyzed with respect to bias, precision and accuracy.

Results: Total intra-assay and inter-assay coefficients of variation were below 5%. Values obtained with the SPA PLUS® correlated with the Siemens-PENIA and the Dako-PETIA methods. The creatinine and cystatin C-based equation allowed reliable assessment of GFR in our population of renal transplantation.

Conclusions: The use of algorithms based on cystatin C and creatinine could provide a reliable estimate of GFR in kidney transplantation.
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Introduction

Assessing renal function accurately is of particular importance in renal transplantation as detection of graft dysfunction is essential for early diagnostic and therapeutic intervention. In this context, there is a growing interest in cystatin C as a marker of renal function when used to estimate the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (1). Conflicting data has been published about the relative accuracy of various equations using creatinine or cystatin to predict GFR in transplant recipients (2). Recently, Stevens et al. (3) developed a new cystatin C–based GFR formulas using cystatin C alone, and cystatin C in combination with creatinine and demographic coefficients in 3418 individuals with chronic kidney disease (CKD).

Currently, particle-enhanced immunonephelometry (PENIA) or immunoturbidimetry (PETIA) methods are available for measuring cystatin C in serum. Most of cystatin C-derived equations to estimate GFR are based on Siemens antibodies using PENIA measurements (3,4) or Dako antibodies using PETIA (5,6). A new particle-enhanced turbidimetric immunoassay using mono-specific sheep antibodies on the SPAPLUS® analyzer has been developed by the Binding Site group Ltd and approved by the FDA.

The aim of this study was 1) to evaluate the analytical performance of this novel cystatin C kit using the SPAPLUS® and Roche Hitachi® 917 instruments; 2) to compare this new assay with already established cystatin C methods (PENIA method using Siemens reagents on BNII ® and the Dako-PETIA application on Olympus AU640®); 3) to compare estimated GFR (eGFR) values from creatinine, cystatin C, or combined creatinine and cystatin C based equations to the GFR measured (mGFR) using an isotopic reference method (99Tc-DTPA) in a population of kidney transplant recipients.
Patients and Methods

Study Design
Analytical performance of the Binding Site cystatin C method was performed using the SPAPLUS® analyzer (Binding Site, Birmingham, UK) in Montpellier center and a Hitachi® 917 analyzer (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim Germany) in Liege Center. In addition, measurement of five similar pools was performed simultaneously in the two centers. A correlation study was performed between the Binding Site Cystatin C on the SPAPLUS® and two well established methods: the Siemens-PENIA method on the BNII® and the Dako-PETIA method on an Olympus AU640®. In addition to this methodological evaluation, the clinical relevance of the SPAPLUS® assay was assessed by comparison of the eGFR using a cystatin C-based formula with isotopic measurement of GFR in kidney transplant recipients.

Methods
The Binding Site Cystatin C method was performed using a PETIA method on the SPAPLUS® (Binding Site, Birmingham, UK) or a Hitachi® 917 analyzer (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cystatin C latex reagents from the Binding Site consists of monospecific sheep antibodies coated onto polystyrene latex particles. Calibrators and controls consisted of pooled human serum and were supplied in stabilized liquid form by the manufacturer. The assay is performed using a six point calibration curve covering the range 0.40–7.35 mg/L (produced with a calibrator set containing 6 concentrations of pre-diluted, ready to use calibrators). The following protocol for measuring cystatin C was used on the two analyzers. A standard 1/10 sample dilution is
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done automatically by the analyzer using a specific diluent. The diluted sample is incubated with R1 for 5 mins on the SPAPLUS® (2 mins on Hitachi®), followed by the addition of R2 and allowed to react for another 5.5 mins. on the SPAPLUS® (10 mins on Hitachi®). There are preheating and washing cycles and the total time to first result is approximately 14 mins. The reaction temperature is 37 +/- 0.1°C and the assay is an end point assay. The wavelength of the incident beam is 600 nm. If a result is more than 7.35 mg/l, the instrument does an automatic 1/20 sample dilution. This new method has not been validated for measurement of cystatin C in urine.

N Latex Cystatin C reagents from Siemens are polystyrene particles coated with rabbit antibodies for the quantitative determination of cystatin C using particle-enhanced immunonephelometry with the BN® systems (Siemens, Marburg, Germany).

Dako Cytomation Cystatin C reagents (Dakocytomation, Glostrup, Denmark) were used in a PETIA method with the AU640® Biochemistry analyzer (Olympus, Rungis, France). This method uses rabbit polyclonal antibodies directed against cystatin C coupled to polystyrene particles.

Assay Procedure

Analytical Performances

Intra-assay (n=30) and inter-assay precision (3 determinations per day over 10 consecutive days) was assessed using Human cystatin C low control (approximately 1mg/L) provided by the manufacturer and measured using the SPAPLUS® and Hitachi® instruments. Linearity was evaluated by successive dilutions of sera from patients with high cystatin C concentration. Correlation between serum and heparinized plasma was performed using 50 samples on the SPAPLUS® analyzer. Serum samples were obtained using 5mL plain tubes and plasma was obtained using lithium heparin tubes without a silicon gel barrier (Becton
Dickinson, Vacutainer Systems, Plymouth, England). After centrifugation at 1000 g for 15 min, samples were stored at -80°C.

Panel Determination

As a part of the multicenter evaluation of creatinine and cystatin reagents performed by the "Biology of renal function and renal failure" working group (SFBC/SN/SFD)”, a panel of five serum pools, provided by the laboratory of Pr Galteau (Centre de Médecine Préventive, Nancy, France), was assayed.

Measurements using the panel were performed with a single batch of reagents following a new calibration. The 5 pools were assayed in 3 separate runs per day; the low control provided by the manufacturer was run at the start and/or the end of the run in order to verify the run. This test was conducted over 3 consecutive days (1 aliquot thawed each day). The same procedure was carried out in Liege and Montpellier.

Method Comparison

For method comparison studies, specimens from 99 consecutive renal transplant patients (64 men, 35 women) with a mean age of 50.7 ± 12.4 years were collected. The median time since transplantation was 2 years (4 months to 17 years). Immunosuppressive protocols included a sequential quadruple therapy regimen. At the time of GFR estimation, immunosuppressive drugs included steroids for 81 recipients, calcineurin inhibitors for 86 recipients (45 cyclosporine and 41 tacrolimus), sirolimus for 9 and mycophenolate mofetil or mycophenolate sodium for 80 patients. All patients were of Caucasian origin. This prospective study was performed simultaneously with renal hemodynamic monitoring as a part of our routine transplant follow up and quality assurance process. In accordance with French law, samples collected for this study were registered at the Ministère de l'Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche with the number DC-2008–417 after approval by our institution's ethical committee. Method comparison was performed only between the
PETIA method used on the SPA\textsuperscript{PLUS\textcopyright} analyzer (Cystatin C latex reagents, Binding Site, Birmingham, UK) and the Siemens-PENIA application on the BNII\textsuperscript{®} nephelometer and the Dako-PETIA application on the Olympus AU640\textsuperscript{®} analyzer.

\textit{Impact of the assay on GFR estimation}

GFR was measured by urinary clearance of technetium-labeled diethylene-triaminopentaacetic (99\textsuperscript{mTc}-DTPA) using the constant infusion technique, as previously described (7). Briefly, after the induction of water diuresis and a 90-min equilibration period, four 20- to 30-min urine collections were obtained by spontaneous voiding. The measured GFR (mGFR) was the average of four measurements. Values were expressed as mL/min per 1.73 m\textsuperscript{2}.

On the day of the 99\textsuperscript{mTc}-DTPA GFR measurement, patients had a blood sample taken for routine parameters and the remaining plasma was stored at \(-80^\circ\text{C}\) for cystatin C determination. Height and weight were recorded. Plasma creatinine was measured using an enzymatic ID-MS traceable assay on the Olympus analyzer (Olympus France, Rungis, France) using creatinine reagent from Randox (Randox, Mauguio, France) (8). This method has been previously validated against the enzymatic Roche assay (8) used for the 175 MDRD equation (9).

GFR was estimated with the IDMS traceable creatinine based equation: the simplified 175 MDRD formula (9):

\[
\text{GFR} = 175 \times (\text{creatinine})^{-1.154} \times (\text{age})^{-0.203} \times (0.742, \text{ if patient is female}) \times (1.21, \text{ if patient is black})
\]

Furthermore, GFR was calculated according to cystatin C–based GFR formulas described by Stevens et al (3) using:

cystatin C alone

\[
\text{GFR} = 76.7 \times (\text{serum cystatin C})^{-1.19}
\]
cystatin C in combination with creatinine and demographic coefficients (age, sexe, race)

\[
GFR = 177.6 \times (\text{creatinine})^{0.65} \times (\text{cystatin C})^{0.57} \times (\text{age})^{0.20} \times (0.82 \text{ if woman}) \times (1.11 \text{ if black})
\]

**Statistical Analysis**

Linear regression analysis was performed to compare data from the different methods used for Cystatin C determinations. In addition, according to recommendations for method comparison studies, the scatter of differences was visualized according to Bland-Altman analysis.

Bland and Altman analysis were also performed to evaluate the performance of the equations. Bias was defined as the mean difference between the measured GFR (\(^{99m}\text{Tc-DTPA}\)) and estimated GFR. Precision was defined as the SD of the difference between the measured and estimated GFR. Accuracy (P30) was defined according to the K/DOQI as the percentage of GFR estimates included within 30% of the measured GFR (using \(^{99m}\text{Tc-DTPA}\)).
Results

Analytical performances

Total intra-assay CVs for the cystatin C low control (target value: 1.01 mg/L) were 4.4%, and 3.7% on the SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® and Hitachi® analyzer, respectively. Total inter-assay CVs were 4.6% and 3.5% on the SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® and Hitachi® analyzers, respectively. The coefficient of linearity yielded $r = 0.99$ ($y = 0.99x + 0.08$ and $y = 0.96x + 0.16$ on SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® and Hitachi® analyzer respectively). Correlation between serum cystatin C (x) and heparinized plasma cystatin C (y) showed a correlation coefficient ($r$) of 0.98 (plasma Cyst C = 0.95 serum Cyst C + 0.11).

Panel Measurement

Since no reference method and/or material were available at the time of our study for cystatin C measurements, we chose to estimate the 'true' value of each pool using the mean of the results obtained with all the methods tested (10). Considering the mean of the methods as the reference value, Binding Site on the SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® and Dako measured with the Olympus AU640® tend to overestimate results, while Binding Site using the Hitachi® and Siemens with BN II® tend to underestimate results (Table 1). Differences between methods are not only dependent on the source of the antibodies, but also are related to the application on a specific instrument. To underline the importance of the “reagent-instrument” combination, it is important to note that differences of 0.13mg/L (19.9%), 0.11mg/L (13.1%), 0.14mg/L (15.3%), 0.19mg/L (14.5%) and 0.28mg/L (19.6%) for levels 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, were observed using the same antibody (monospecific sheep antibody) on two different instruments (SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® and Hitachi®).

Method comparison

Regression analysis between Siemens (x) and Binding Site on SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® (y) showed a correlation coefficient ($r^2$) of 0.89 (SPA<sup>PLUS</sup>® = 1.08 Siemens + 0.20). Similarly, regression
analysis between Dako-Olympus (x) and Binding Site on SPA PLUS® (y) showed a correlation coefficient ($r^2$) of 0.92 ($\text{SPA PLUS}^® = 1.21 \text{ Dako} – 0.03$). In addition, the mean value and standard deviation of the differences according to Bland-Altman analysis was $0.33 \pm 0.21$ and $0.32 \pm 0.21$ for the Siemens PENIA and the Dako-Olympus PETIA methods, respectively (Figure 1).

**Impact on GFR Estimation using Binding Site reagents**

The mean measured GFR using $^{99m}$TcDTPA was $49.2 \pm 20.1$ ml/min/1.73m² (median 47.5 [8.3-110.9] ml/min/1.73m²), including 21 patients with a GFR >60ml/min/1.73m² (5 stage 1T patients and 16 stage 2T patients), 61 patients with a GFR between 30 and 60 ml/min/1.73m² (stage 3T) and 17 patients with a GFR <30ml/min/1.73m² (14 stage 4T and 3 stage 5T).

Table 2 shows the bias, precision, accuracy and the percentage of kidney transplants correctly classified into the K/DOQI CKD stage according to each predictive equation tested. Regarding creatinine based equations, the simplified 175 MDRD classified 81.8% of kidney transplants within 30% of the measured GFR. The cystatin C based equation showed a bias of 9.1 ml/min/1.73m², a precision of 11.9 ml/min/1.73m² and an accuracy P30 of 71.7%. When SPA PLUS® cystatin C results were corrected according to the correlation equation ($\text{SPA PLUS}^® = 1.08 \text{ Siemens} + 0.20$), the accuracy was enhanced further (P30 = 78.8%). The combined cystatin-creatinine based equation showed a bias of 5.6 ml/min/1.73m² and precision of 9.5 ml/min/1.73m². The percentage of patients within 30% of the measured GFR was 83.8% using cystatin C crude values and 81.8% using cystatin C corrected values. The combined equation classified 70.7% of the patients into the correct CKD stage using crude cystatin C crude and 75.7% using cystatin C corrected values.
Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that a new assay using Cystatin C reagents from Binding Site in a PETIA application on the SPA PLUS® and Hitachi® analyzers exhibited reliable performance. The values obtained with the Binding Site assay on the SPA PLUS® were correlated with the Siemens-PENIA and the Dako-Olympus PETIA methods, although with a positive bias of approximately 0.3 mg/L. The creatinine and cystatin C based equations allowed reliable assessment of GFR in our population of renal transplant recipients.

When we used the same Binding Site antibodies on 2 different analyzers (SPA PLUS® and Hitachi®) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations, a discrepancy of up to 0.28mg/L for the highest cystatin C concentration was observed. Interestingly, it seems that Hitachi® is closer to the Siemens PENIA method, while the SPA PLUS® is close to the Dako PETIA method on the Olympus®. Similar variations have been observed previously using the same antibody from Dako with different instrument and assay protocols (11).

Further comparison studies were performed with the SPA PLUS® analyzer only. Our data showed a mean difference of $0.33 \pm 0.21 \text{ mg/L}$ between the SPA PLUS® and Siemens PENIA and $0.32 \pm 0.21 \text{ mg/L}$ between SPA PLUS® and Dako PETIA. However, these biases are difficult to interpret in the absence of a reference method. At the time of this study, there was no standardization of cystatin C measurements. Depending on the application, two calibrators can be used i) a delipidated human serum pool spiked with human cystatin C for Gentian and DakoCytomation ii) lyophilized polygeline with human urine proteins for Siemens. The Binding Site application uses pooled human serum. Since a primary reference preparation has been produced (12), the availability of recombinant human cystatin C might reduce such problems. This evaluation of bias is of particular importance to assess the transferability of automated methods for cystatin C measurements. Previous method comparisons demonstrated
some discrepancies related both to the source of the antibodies (Siemens, Dako, Gentian) or to adaptation of the method to different instruments (11, 13, 14).

Also, we compared different formulas for estimating GFR based on creatinine, cystatin C and a combination of creatinine and cystatin in renal transplant recipients (3). In order to overcome analytical limitations, both crude Binding Site SPAPLUS® cystatin C values and corrected values, according to the correlation equation (SPAPLUS® = 1.08 Siemens + 0.20), were used in GFR prediction algorithms (Table 2). MDRD 175, cystatin C alone or combined equations allowed for accurate assessment of GFR (P30% around 80%). Moreover, cystatin C and combined equations provided better classification of kidney transplant patients in different stages of chronic kidney disease (from 70.7 to 75.7%) compared with MDRD 175.

In transplant patients, the limitations of creatinine for the detection of kidney failure and estimation of GFR have been related primarily to immunosuppressive treatment (15,16). Corticosteroids have a negative influence on muscle mass (17), and cyclosporine can modify the tubular secretion of creatinine, resulting in overestimation of GFR (18). As previously reported in a selected population with abnormal muscle mass and early detection of acute kidney injury (19), cystatin C rather than creatinine could be a more appropriate marker for the estimation of GFR and the detection of renal allograft deterioration. However, in renal transplantation, previous data are inconsistent. Some authors found cystatin C to improve sensitivity (20-22), whereas others found that the diagnostic performance, as assessed by ROC curve analysis, does not differ significantly between the two markers, especially at the critical GFR threshold of 60 mL/min (23, 24). These conflicting results could be due either to confounding factors interfering in the transplant population, or to the lack of cystatin assay standardization. Indeed, it has been suggested that steroids increase serum cystatin C (4, 15, 25) leading to an underestimation of GFR. However, in our cohort, 18 patients did not receive
any steroids, 40 received 5 mg/day of prednisolone or less, an 41 received between 7.5 and 20 mg/day.

Our study has some limitations. First, as reported in previous work, lack of standardization for cystatin C measurement leading to assay-specific cystatin based equations for eGFR represents the main limitation (11,13,14). Most formula have been developed with Dako or Siemens cystatin C methods (3-6). Using Dako or Siemens cystatin C in a formula lead to comparable bias (1 mL/min/1.73m²) and precision (10 mL/min/1.73m²). Accuracy ranges between 81 and 84%, and the percentage of patients correctly classified into the correct K/DOQI CKD stage ranged between 71 and 76% for Dako and Siemens cystatin C methods, respectively (data not shown). Since no equation was available for the Binding Site assay, we decided to use Binding Site cystatin C corrected values in the published Siemens equations (3). Second, enzymatic ID-MS traceable creatinine measurement alone results in the classification of 62.6% of patients into the correct K/DOQI CKD stages. Daily creatinine could be performed easily to assess any relative change in GFR (26,27), raising the question of the relative advantage of cystatin C measurements. The cystatin C based or the combined equation moderately improved determination of GFR (about 10% compared to 175MDRD for classification into the correct K/DOQI CKD stage). This observation could suggest that benefits from the use of an combined equation based on creatinine plus cystatin C are greater than the shortcomings derived from the use of an equation that adds the imprecision of 2 analytical methods (creatinine and cystatin C). The clinical relevance of this eGFR improvement, especially in long term monitoring, deserves further analysis. Standardization of cystatin C determination using reference material and improvement of cystatin C analytical performance could extend the use of cystatin C based equations for determination of GFR.
In conclusion, Cystatin C measurements using Binding Site reagents have reliable analytical performance. As previously suggested (28), the use of cystatin C in a combined equation with creatinine could improve the accuracy of eGFR algorithms in renal transplant recipients. However, this result is obtained primarily using corrected cystatin C values. Standardization of Cystatin C assays and a better understanding of potential confounding factors of cystatin levels in transplantation could further improve the value of cystatin C.
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Tables

Table 1. Panel Determination. Comparison between cystatin C measurements and the mean of the methods (mean value, mg/L). Results are expressed as percentage of under or overestimation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean value, mg/L</th>
<th>Siemens on BNII®, %</th>
<th>Binding Site on Hitachi®, %</th>
<th>Binding Site on SPAPLUS®, %</th>
<th>Dako on Olympus AU640®, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pool 1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-16.9</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool 2</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>-16.2</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool 3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-15.5</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool 4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>-16.2</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pool 5</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>-16.4</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Bias, precision, accuracy and percentage of patients correctly classified into the correct K/DOQI CKD stage, as determined by the measured 99m Tc-DTPA GFR. Values in brackets represent the results obtained with Binding Site SPAPLUS® cystatin corrected values according to the correlation equation (SPAPLUS® = 1.08 Siemens + 0.20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bias, ml/min/1.73m²</th>
<th>Precision, ml/min/1.73m²</th>
<th>Accuracy 30%, %</th>
<th>% of patients correctly classified into the correct K/DOQI CKD stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine based equation : MDRD 175</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystatin based equation</td>
<td>9.1 (-3.5)</td>
<td>11.9 (15.9)</td>
<td>71.7 (78.8)</td>
<td>64.6 (70.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine and Cystatin based equation</td>
<td>5.6 (-0.4)</td>
<td>9.5 (10.5)</td>
<td>83.8 (81.8)</td>
<td>70.7 (75.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Figure 1. Correlation and Bland-Altman representation for Cystatin C Binding Site SPA\textsubscript{PLUS}\textsuperscript{®} A) vs. Cystatin C Siemens (PENIA) B) vs. Cystatin C Dako (PETIA)